
Leonardo Guitar Research Project  /  a brief overview of the Research F indings 

Organised tests : 
b l ind and non-bl ind p lay ing and l i stening tests  by
-  Guitar ists/L isteners  (page 2  and 3)

-  Publ ic  Audiences  (page 4)

Tested guitars :
-  10 c lass ica l   guitars  made from non-tropica l  woods
-  5    c lass ica l   guitars  made from tropica l  woods 
-  All guitars of the same model: Torres FE19 
-  All guitars of the same high quality standard

Test ing per iod:
March >  Ju ly   2014

A br ief  overv iew of  the;
-  METHODOLOGY
-  MAIN RESULTS
-  MAIN CONCLUSIONS
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The complete Research Report  and background
informat ion can be found at
www.leonardo-guitar-research.com

The Leonardo Guitar  Research Project
is  funded by the ERASMUS+ programme
of  the European Commiss ion

Research Object ive:
A comparat ive  study of  the sound preferences  between guitars  made from 
tropica l  woods,  and guitars  made from non-tropica l  woods.

All tops made out of euroean spruce with the same high qualities and the 
same bracing patern



PAIR TESTING,  BLIND /  METHOD
- 12 pairs were presented.
- Each pair consisted of a Tropical (T)  and a Non-Tropical (NT) guitar.
- 2 pairs were presented twice to test consistency of preferences / actually there
   were only 10 pairs but the guitarist (G) and the listener (L ) were unaware of this.
- G was blindfolded. L was behind an acoustically transparent screen.
- G played the same piece of test music on every guitar. 
- G played each of the two guitars in succession, time Limit: 30 seconds 
   per guitar.
- G and L are then asked which of the 2 guitars they prefer. Three possibilities:  
   No. 1 / No. 2 / No Preference.

PAIR TESTING,
NON-BLIND / METHOD
- Same as ‘Pair Test Blind’,  but
  now the 10 pairs  were asses
  sed without any pairs being
  tested  twice.
- the order of the pairs was
  different but the order  of the
  guitars within the pairs  was
  the same as in ‘Pair Testing
  Blind’.

GROUP TESTING, BLIND / METHOD
- 4 groups of 5 guitars were presented / Each group consisted of 3 or 4
   Non-Tropicals (NT’s) and 1 or 2 Tropicals (T’s)
- In each group 1 guitar was presented twice to test voting consistency 
  (so actually only  4 different guitars were assessed  per group).

- G was blindfolded. 
- Assessment method per group: To get a first impression of the guitars in the  
  group,  G played each guitar for 30 seconds. 
  After that  G was now free to  play what he wanted and as long he wanted. He  
  could ask for any guitar in any order. 
- Finally G rated the guitars:  Very good / Good / Average / Poor / Very  Poor,   
  and he was asked to say which guitar he found ‘the best’ in the group
  (He was allowed to give the same rating to more  then 1 guitar if he wanted). 

  Finaly G was asked to explain, in his own words, why he found his favorite
  guitar the best out of the group. 
  Note: Group testing blind was only conducted with the Guitarists, not with the Listeners

R E S U LT S  &  C O N C L U S I O N S
Result: There was a strong consistency in the results per guitarist and listener across all of the three sessions.
Conclusion: The tests were consistently good in quality and performance and therefore provide a reliable source of information .

Result: Score consistency for double pairs and double guitars in the groups is much better for guitarists than for the listeners
             (pair testing blind: average gitarists scores: 83 %, average listeners scores: 17 %  / Fig 2)
Conclusion: Playing the guitars allows for a much better consistency in assessment than just ‘passive’ listening.  Results of (playing) guitarists are 
therefore more reliable (although preference results between guitarists and listeners are very similar).

Result: Non-Tropical Guitars and Tropical Guitars were equally preferred for sound quality (around 50/50%. The only exception was Listener 1 in the pair 
test, but his consistency in this test was 0%). 
Conclusion:  Expierenced guitar players and listeners were unable to distinguish T’s from NT’s at better than chance levels.
All blind tests show that it is possible to make equally good sounding guitars from both Tropical and Non-Tropical Woods.

Results: When guitarists and listeners could see the guitars, and they knew in which woods they were made, we see a very strong difference in 
sound perception: ± 50% fallback for the Non-Tropicals compared with  the same Non-Tropicals in the ‘blind’ testing 
(from 50% blind to 25% non-blind, Fig 1)
Conclusion: Sound perception is strongly influenced by aesthetics and preconceptions of what are the ‘best’ woods for making guitars. 
Prejudices play an important role in what guitar players and listeners think sounds good or bad.
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Legenda Abbreviations:
G = Guitarist / L = Listener 

NT = Non Tropical / T = Tropical

           fallback for the NT‘s in Non Blind testing, 
                 compared with  NT‘s in Blind testing.

Fig 1  (in full scale on next page)
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BLIND and NON-BLIND
TESTING by publ ic  audience
in  Belg ium and F in land.
METHOD
- Two audience test sessions were carried out: 
  one in Belgium (44 listeners) , one in Finland (22     

  listeners).

- The same guitars were used as in the blind and
   non-blind pair tests for G’s and L’s  (see page 2)

-  A guitarist played the guitars in pairs 
  (one T and 1 NT) to a ‘Blind’ audience
  (screened off from the guitarist) and
  subsequently to a Non-Blind audience
  (that could see the guitars and were told the 

  woods used for backs and sides).

- The audience was asked to vote for their
  preferred guitar in each pair. Three preferen-

  ce possibilities:    No. 1 / No. 2 / No Preference.

  In addition they  had to note if  they found the
  sound of the 2  guitars in  one pair;
  Very close / Close / Different /  Very Different.

- In the Audience Blind testing 2 pairs were
  presented twice (as in the Pair Test Blind, see page 2)

  to check  consistency of voting preference.

BLIND  PAIR TESTING  by publick audience NON BLIND  PAIR TESTING  by publick audience

R E S U LT S  &  C O N C L U S I O N S
R e s u l t s : 
 - In the Audience Blind Tests NT guitars and
   T Guitars were equally rated  for sound  quality
   (around 50/50%  / Fig 3 )
- Consistency in voting preferences was low. (Fig 5 )
- The sound of the guitars in the pairs was generally
  rated as ‘Close’. ( Fig 6 )

C o n c l u s i o n s :
-  It was very difficult to distinguish between tropical and
   non-tropical guitars under blind audience conditions.
   Listeners were unable to distinguish T’s from NT’s at better
   than chance levels.
-  Non-tropical woods can be used to make guitars of equal
   sound quality to those made with tropical woods.

Note:
- We see less difference between the Blind and Non-Blind 
  audience tests, ( Fig 3 and 4)  than we did between the Blind 
  and Non-Blind  Pair Tests for  guitarists/listeners (Fig 1). 
  This is most likely due to the fact  that the audience
  (particularly in  Belgium) had a significant number of 
  “Leonardo “guitar builders and supporters, and was
  consequently less biased towards tropical woods.
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